We prove modularity of formal series of Jacobi forms that satisfy a natural symmetry condition. They are formal analogues of Fourier-Jacobi expansions of Siegel modular forms. From our result and a theorem of Wei Zhang, we deduce Kudla's conjecture on the modularity of generating series of special cycles of arbitrary codimension and for all orthogonal Shimura varieties.
F
Jacobi expansions are one of the major tools to study Siegel modular forms. For example, they appeared prominently in the proof of the Saito-Kurokawa conjecture [And79; Maa79a; Maa79b; Maa79c; Zag81] . Also the work of Kohnen and Skoruppa on spinor L-functions [KKS95; KS89] features Fourier-Jacobi expansions. We formalize the notion of Fourier-Jacobi expansions by combining two features of Siegel modular forms: Fourier-Jacobi coefficients are Siegel-Jacobi forms and Fourier expansions of genus g Siegel modular forms have symmetries with respect to GL g (Z) .
For simplicity, we restrict this exposition to classical Siegel modular forms of even weight. Suppose that f is a Siegel modular form of even weight k for the full modular group Sp 2g (Z). For l with 1 ≤ l < g, the Fourier-Jacobi expansion of f is given by f (τ ) = where the variable τ in the genus g Siegel upper half space H g is written as
with τ 1 ∈ H g−l , z ∈ Mat g−l,l (C), and τ 2 ∈ H l . The summation in (0.1) runs through half-integral symmetric positive semi-definite matrices m, and we write e(x) = exp(2πi · trace(x)). This amounts to the partial Fourier expansion of f with respect to the variable τ 2 . We call l the cogenus of the Fourier-Jacobi series.
The weight k transformation law of f implies that the holomorphic functions φ m (τ 1 , z) are SiegelJacobi forms of weight k and index m, see Section 1.3 for details. Such Siegel-Jacobi forms have for all u ∈ GL g (Z).
In the present paper we study formal analogues of Fourier-Jacobi expansions of Siegel modular forms. Specifically, let f be a formal series of Siegel-Jacobi forms as in (0.1), given by a family of Siegel-Jacobi forms φ m of weight k and index m for half-integral positive semi-definite matrices m ∈ Sym l (Q). We stress that no convergence assumption is required of such a series. For t ∈ Sym g (Q), we define the formal Fourier coefficients c(f, t) of f by means of the coefficients c(φ m ; n, r) of the φ m and identity (0.3). We call f a symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series (of weight k, genus g, and cogenus l) if its coefficients satisfy (0.4) for all u ∈ GL g (Z) . Denote the corresponding vector space by FM (g,l) k , and write M (g) k for the space of Siegel modular forms of genus g and weight k. Our main result is as follows.
Theorem (Modularity of Symmetric Formal Fourier-Jacobi Series). If 1 ≤ l < g, the linear map
given by the cogenus l Fourier-Jacobi expansion, is an isomorphism.
The main assertion of the theorem is that every symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series converges automatically. Since the symplectic group Sp 2g (Z) is generated by the embedded Jacobi group and the discrete Levi factor GL g (Z), the transformation law then follows immediately.
Remark. Our work also covers the more general case of symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of half-integral weight for representations of the metaplectic double cover Mp 2n (Z) of Sp 2n (Z), see Theorem 4.5 on page 18. The case of vector valued weights, i.e., representations of GL g (C) occurring in the factor of automorphy, can also be handled by our method. See Section 5.2 for details.
Remark. Formal Fourier-Jacobi expansions have first been studied by Aoki [Aok00] in the case of genus 2 Siegel modular forms for the full modular group. Ibukiyama, Poor, and Yuen [IPY13] studied them in the case of genus 2 paramodular forms of level 1 through 4. The special case g = 2 was independently completed by both authors in separate work [Bru13; Rau13] .
Our main application is Kudla's modularity conjecture for Shimura varieties X associated with orthogonal groups of signature (n, 2). As a special case of earlier joint work with Millson, Kudla [Kud97] attached classes in CH g (X) of special cycles Z(t) of codimension g to positive semi-definite matrices t ∈ Sym g (Q), and considered their generating series
He observed that his results with Millson implied that the analogous (but coarser) generating series for the images cl hom Z(t) of the cycle classes in cohomology is a Siegel modular form of weight 1 + n/2 and genus g. As a result, he asked [Kud04; Kud97] whether such a modularity property already held for the series A g at the level of Chow groups. Based on his construction of meromorphic modular forms with explicit divisors, Borcherds showed [Bor99] that the CH 1 (X) valued generating series of special divisors is an elliptic modular form. Building on Borcherds' work, Zhang [Zha09] proved a partial modularity result for the higher codimension cycles (see also [YZZ09] ). He showed that for every m ∈ Sym g−1 (Q), the m-th Fourier-Jacobi coefficient of the CH g (X) valued generating series A g can be written as a finite sum of push forwards of generating series for special divisors on embedded Shimura sub-varieties of codimension g − 1. Employing Borcherds' result, he could then deduce that the m-th Fourier-Jacobi coefficient is a Jacobi form of index m.
In our notation, Zhang's result states that A g is a symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of weight 1 + n/2, genus g, and cogenus g − 1. Combining it with our main theorem, we obtain: Corollary (Kudla's Modularity Conjecture). Kudla's modularity conjecture for Shimura varieties of orthogonal type is true.
Remark. A more detailed statement can be found in Section 5.1.
One further appealing consequence of our work is an algorithm to compute Siegel modular forms, sketched in Section 5.3. The idea is to consider truncated symmetric Fourier-Jacobi series of cogenus 1, which we call symmetric Fourier-Jacobi polynomials. In the simplest case of scalar valued Siegel modular forms we write FM (g) k,≤B for the space of polynomials 0≤m<B φ m (τ 1 , z) e(mτ 2 ).
We call B the (truncation) precision, and impose a symmetry condition similar to the previous one. One can deduce effective lower bounds on B so that the natural projection FM
is injective. Moreover, our Main Theorem implies that this projection is onto, if B is large enough. Effective results in this direction are not in sight. However, if the dimension of M (g) k is known, we obtain an algorithm that computes Fourier expansions of Siegel modular forms in finite time. Closed formulas for dim M (g) k are known in very few cases, but an algorithm to compute dim M (g) k has recently been provided in [Taï14] . Its correctness depends on a certain assumption on A-packets, for which we refer the reader to the original paper.
The proof of our main theorem can be separated into three parts. We consider the graded algebra FM
• of symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of cogenus 1. Clearly, it contains the graded ring of Siegel modular forms M (g)
• . Firstly, slope bounds for Siegel-Jacobi forms allow for dimension estimates of FM
• is a finite rank module over M (g)
• . Now, viewing f as an element of the completionÔ a of the local ring at boundary points a of a regular toroidal compactification of the Siegel orbifold, one can deduce that f converges in a neighborhood of the boundary. Using the structure of the Picard group of the Siegel orbifold, it can be shown that f has a holomorphic continuation to the whole Siegel half space and therefore converges everywhere.
To cover general symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series, we use induction on the cogenus and a certain pairing of formal Fourier-Jacobi expansions. Two tools enter that will probably be of independent interest: In Lemma 2.3 and 2.4, we study formal versions of the Siegel Φ operator and the theta expansion of Fourier-Jacobi coefficients. Both are, as we show, compatible with our definition of symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series.
We start the paper with Section 1 on preliminaries on Siegel modular forms, Jacobi forms, Fourier Jaocbi expansions, vanishing orders, and slope bounds. Section 2 contains the definition of symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi Series, compatibility statements for the formal Siegel Φ operator and theta expansions of Fourier-Jacobi coefficients, and an asymptotic estimate of dimensions of dim FM (g) k . In Section 3, we prove that the algebra of Siegel modular forms is algebraically closed as a subalgebra of all symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series. We establish modularity in Section 4. Finally, we discuss some possible generalizations and applications in Section 5. Kudla's modularity conjecture, in particular, is deduced in Section 5.1.
1 | Preliminaries §1.1 Siegel modular forms. The Siegel upper half space of genus g is denoted by H g . We typically write τ for an element in there. The action of the symplectic group Sp 2g (R) ⊂ GL 2g (R) on H g is given by
Define the metaplectic double cover of Sp 2g (Z) as the set
with multiplication
The canonical projection Mp 2g (Z) → Sp 2g (Z) gives rise to an action on H g . Given k ∈ 1 2 Z and a finite dimensional representation ρ of Mp 2g (Z), we write M (g) k (ρ) for the space of Siegel modular forms of weight k and type ρ, that is, the space of holomorphic functions f :
for all (γ, ω) ∈ Sp 2g (Z) (and being holmorphic at the cusp if g = 1). Throughout this work, we assume that ρ factors through a finite quotient of Mp 2g (Z). If ρ is trivial, we suppress it from the notation. The graded algebra of classical Siegel modular forms is denoted by M (g)
• . For a finite index subgroup Γ of Mp 2g (Z) define M k (Γ) as the space of holomorphic weight k Siegel modular forms for the subgroup Γ with trivial representation.
with coefficients c(f ; t) in the representation space of ρ, where 0 ≤ t means that t is positive semidefinite. Here and throughout, we set e(x) = exp(2πi · trace(x)). §1.2 Siegel-Jacobi forms. Siegel-Jacobi forms are functions on the Jacobi upper half space
Given 0 < l ∈ Z, define the metaplectic cover of the full Jacobi group
where λ, µ ∈ Mat g,l (Z), and a b c d and ω are as in the previous section. In order to define Siegel-Jacobi forms in a convenient way, we make use of the embedding
with integral diagonal entries, and a finite dimensional representation ρ of Γ (g,l) . We say that a holomorphic function φ : H g,l → V (ρ) is a (Siegel-) Jacobi form of weight k, index m, and type ρ if
transforms like a genus g + l Siegel modular form of weight k and type ρ under the image of (1.1) (and φ(τ, ατ + b) being holmorphic at the cusp for all α, β ∈ Q l if g = 1). The space of Jacobi forms of genus g, weight k, type ρ, and index m ∈ Sym l (Q) will be denoted by J
We use notation analogous to the case of Siegel modular forms. A Jacobi form φ has a Fourier expansion of the form
If m ∈ Sym l (Q) is a positive definite half-integral matrix, we define the associated vector valued genus g theta series as follows.
It is a standard result that (θ and type (ρ
], see for instance pp. 168 of [Run95] . The transformation law under the Jacobi group implies that any φ ∈ J
, where the functions h µ (τ ) are the components of a vector valued Siegel modular form with representation ρ (g) m , see [Zie89] . We obtain a map, called theta decomposition of Jacobi forms (see e.g. [Zie89] , Section 3),
where τ 1 is a (g − l) × (g − l) matrix, z has size (g − l) × l and τ 2 has size l × l. Siegel modular forms of weight k allow for a Fourier-Jacobi expansion
where m runs through symmetric positive semi-definite matrices of size l × l and φ m ∈ J (g−l)
k,m . We say this is the Fourier-Jacobi expansion of cogenus l, and call φ m the Fourier-Jacobi coefficient of index m. §1.4 Vanishing orders. We say that a symmetric matrix t ∈ Sym g (Q) represents m ∈ Q, if there is v ∈ Z g with t vtv = m. For a non-zero Siegel modular form f ∈ M (g) k (ρ) we define the vanishing order by ord f = inf m ∈ Q : ∃t ∈ Sym g (Q) such that c(f ; t) = 0 and t represents m .
In addition, we use the convention that ord f = ∞ if f = 0. The order is additive with respect to the tensor product of Siegel modular forms, ord f ⊗ g = ord f + ord g.
An analogous definition can be made for Siegel-Jacobi forms.
is non-zero, we put
, r ∈ Mat g,l (Q) such that c(φ; t, r) = 0 and t represents m .
Spaces of modular forms with vanishing order greater than or equal to o ∈ Q are marked by square brackets, M 
The minimal slope bound for scalar valued genus g Siegel modular forms is written as
As a corollary to work of Eichler and Blichfeld, we find a lower bound on ρ g for all g.
Theorem 1.2. We have
Remark 1.3. For g ≤ 5, we know ̺ g exactly by unpublished work of Weissauer, by Salvati Manni [SM92] , and by Farkas, Grushevsky, Salvati Manni, Verra [Far+13] . We have 
Proof. If ρ is the trivial one-dimensional representation, the assertion is an immediate consequence of the definition of ̺ g . To prove the assertion for general ρ, define d = Mp 2g (Z) : ker(ρ) as the index of the kernel of ρ. Let v ∈ V (ρ) ∨ be a linear form on the representation space of ρ. For any function f :
, and set
Since v, f is a scalar valued Siegel modular form of weight k for the group ker(ρ), the function f v (τ ) is a scalar valued Siegel modular form of weight dk for Mp 2g (Z). Since v, f k γ can be expressed as
. Hence the assertion in the scalar case implies that f v = 0 and v, f = 0 for all v ∈ V (ρ) ∨ .
| Symmetric Formal Fourier-Jacobi Series
In this section, we define formal expansions whose coefficients are Jacobi forms and which satisfy symmetry conditions inspired by the action of GL g (Z) ⊂ Sp 2g (Z) on Siegel modular forms. We will often decompose the variable τ ∈ H g into three parts as in (1.5).
Let ρ be a representation of Mp 2g (Z) as before. For every 0 ≤ l < g it induces a representation of the Jacobi group by restriction via the embedding defined in (1.1), which we also denote by ρ.
Given a formal series of Jacobi forms
k,m (ρ) for all m, define its Fourier coefficients as
where the coefficients c(φ m ; n, r) are given by (1.2).
be a formal series of Jacobi forms
holds for all 0 ≤ t ∈ Sym g (Q) and all u ∈ GL g (Z), then we call f a symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of genus g, cogenus l, weight k, and type ρ. The φ m are called the canonical Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of f .
The notion of vanishing orders extends to symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series in a straightforward way. We write FM (g,l) k (ρ) for the vector space of such symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series. If l = 1, we abbreviate this by FM
If ρ 0 is the trivial representation on C, we briefly write FM (g)
Proposition 2.2. Scalar valued symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series FM (g)
• carry an algebra structure over the graded ring of classical modular forms M (g)
Proof. This amounts to a straightforward verification of the symmetry condition of Definition 2.1. §2.1 The Siegel Φ operator and Fourier-Jacobi coefficients. We describe two results, which allow us to reduce considerations of cogenus l to lower cogenus. Fix 0 < l ′ < l. Recall the decomposition of τ = τ 1 z t z τ 2 ∈ H g , where τ 2 has size l ′ × l ′ . We refine this decomposition as follows:
Here τ 11 has size (g − l) × (g − l) and τ 12 has size (l − l ′ ) × (l − l ′ ). The off diagonal matrices z 11 , z 12 , and z 22 have size
Given a formal Fourier-Jacobi expansion
of cogenus l, we define formal Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of index m ′ ∈ Sym l ′ (Q) by: By general theory of Siegel-Jacobi forms, φ m is constant in z 12 . Therefore, ψ 0 depends only on τ 1 . It can be written as
The symmetry condition for ψ 0 follows directly from the one of f , by applying transformations of the form 
where the sum over µ ′ runs through
, and the theta functions
Remark 2.5. An analogue of Lemma 2.4 can be proved without restrictions on l ′ . In Section 4, we only need the case l ′ = l − 1, and so we restrict to the present setting, in order to minimize technical effort.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. The symmetry condition for the Fourier coefficients of f allows us to define a formal theta expansion of the ψ m ′ . Indeed, the symmetry of f under matrices of the form
implies the identity of formal series
Fourier-Jacobi series of cogenus 1 and type ρ
we can deduce the corresponding relation for the Fourier coefficients of
Note that t u acts on µ ′ in accordance with the representation ρ
As a second step, we have to examine the coefficients
In view of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), comparing the m ′ -th Fourier-Jacobi coefficient for m ′ ∈ Sym l ′ (Q), we obtain the identity of formal power series
which uniquely determines the coefficients ψ m ′ ,µ ′ ,n ′ . We write
where the first component
Inserting this in the previous identity and comparing the coefficients at e nτ 12 + r t z 22 , we find that for all µ ′ 2 , all r with r(2m
, and all n ∈ Z ≥ 0 we have
Here x 2 = r(2m ′ ) −1 and n ′ = n − x 2 m ′ t x 2 . This can be viewed as a partial theta decomposition of the holomorphic Jacobi form on the left hand side. The linear independence of the theta functions θ
(τ 11 , z 12 ) as functions in z 12 implies that the ψ m ′ ,µ ′ ,n ′ are holomorphic. To finish the proof, consider the action of the Siegel-Jacobi group Our main tools are the order filtration and the theta decomposition for Siegel-Jacobi forms.
Lemma 2.6. For every g and every k, there is a (non canonical) embedding of vector spaces
Proof. Consider the graded ring associated to the decreasing filtration 
Given r ∈ Z g and a Jacobi form ψ of genus g, set ord r ψ = inf m ′ ∈ Q : ∃t ∈ Sym g (Q) such that c(ψ; t, r) = 0 and t g,g = m ′ .
Observe that ord ψ ≤ ord r ψ for all r. In analogy with the usual vanishing order, we have ord r f ψ = ord f + ord r ψ for any Siegel modular form f of genus g. 
Theorem 2.8 (Runge). Fix ǫ > 0, and assume that g ≥ 2. Then the ring k,m∈Z k≥ǫm
is finitely generated.
Proof. This is Theorem 5.5 in [Run95] ; see also Remark 3.8 therein.
Lemma 2.9. Fix ǫ > 0. For k ≥ ǫm and positive k, we have
Proof. If g = 1, one can prove this using weak Jacobi forms as in [EZ85] . We restrict ourselves to the case g ≥ 2, so that the assumptions of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied. We apply Noether normalization to the bigraded ring k≥ǫm J 
Theorem 5.1 of [Run95] identifies Jacobi forms with sections of line bundles over a projective variety of dimension 
We denote the graded pieces of R by R k,m . Note that R k,0 ⊆ M (g) k , yielding bounds for dim R k,0 . For m > 0, we bound the graded dimensions as follows:
Remark 2.10. An alternative, more analytic, proof of dim J
for k > 0 can be obtained by specializing the dimension bounds of [Wan99, Theorem 4] to our situation, making use of k ≥ ǫm.
Theorem 2.11. For every g and positive k, we have
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, we have an embedding
Using Lemma 2.7, we find that
Lemma 2.9 provides us with a uniform estimate for the dimension of spaces of Jacobi forms that occur. On plugging this in, we find the result:
.
| Formal Fourier-Jacobi Expansions as an Algebra Extension
In this section, we show that the ring of holomorphic Siegel modular forms is algebraically closed in the ring of formal Fourier-Jacobi expansions. §3.1 Geometry of Siegel modular varieties. Let X g be a toroidal compactification of the Siegel modular variety Y g = Sp 2g (Z)\H g associated to an GL g (Z)-admissible cone decomposition of the space of positive semi-definite symmetric bilinear forms on R g , which is non-singular in the orbifold sense, see e.g. [Ash+75] , [Nam80] for details. We write ∂Y g = X g \Y g for the boundary divisor. There is a natural map π :
The stratification of the Satake boundary into Siegel modular varieties of lower genus induces a stratification of ∂Y g . For our argument, we will mainly need the boundary stratum of genus g − 1 (see Remark 3.6). For completeness we briefly recall its description, see [Bru+08] , Chapter 3.11. We fix a splitting of τ ∈ H g as in (1.5) with l = 1. For c > 0 we consider the subset
of the Siegel upper half plane. The Klingen parabolic subgroup
If c is sufficiently large, we obtain an embedding
We consider the map
where q 2 = e 2πiτ 2 . There is an induced action of P on the image, which extends to
It gives rise to a map
which is biholomorphic onto its image. The quotient of the boundary divisor H g−1 × C g−1 × {0} by P is given by the universal principally polarized abelian variety
of dimension g − 1 modulo ±1. We obtain a partial compactification of P \U g,c by taking the closure of the image under the map (3.2). Glueing this partial compactification onto Y g by means of (3.1), we get the partial compactification
The genus g−1 boundary stratum of X g is given by by X g−1 /{±1}. The natural map from X g−1 /{±1} to the genus g − 1 boundary stratum of the Satake compactification Y g is induced by the projection
G of the ring of convergent power series at (τ 1 , z) under the action of the (finite) stabilizer G ⊂ Sp 2(g−1) (Z) ⋉ Z 2(g−1) of (τ 1 , z). The local ring O (τ 1 ,z,0) of X (1) g at a boundary point (τ 1 , z, 0) ∈ X g−1 is given by the local ring of the quotient P \(H g−1 × C g−1 × C) at (τ 1 , z, 0). It is isomorphic to the ring of convergent power series O (τ 1 ,z) {q 2 } over O (τ 1 ,z) . The completion of O (τ 1 ,z,0) at its maximal ideal is the ring of formal power series
In particular, (formal) Fourier-Jacobi expansions of cogenus 1 define elements of these local rings. Similarly, (formal) Fourier-Jacobi expansions of arbitrary cogenus l define elements of (completed) local rings of the genus g − l boundary stratum of X g . Proof. If D is supported on the boundary ∂Y g , we have nothing to show. So we assume that D is not supported on the boundary. By our assumption, the pushforward D ′ = π * (D) under the natural map π : X g → Y g is a prime divisor on Y g . We employ the fact that Pic(Y g ) ⊗ Q = QL, where L is the class of the Hodge bundle (see [BW80] , [Gru09] ). Hence there is a positive integer n and a holomorphic Siegel modular form f of weight k > 0 such that div f = nD ′ on Y g . The restriction of f to the boundary of Y g , that is, the image of f under the Φ-operator, is a Siegel modular form of weight k and genus g − 1 ≥ 1. It must vanish at some point of the Satake boundary, and therefore D ′ has non-trivial intersection with the Satake boundary. Consequently, D ′ ∩ π(U ) is a non-trivial divisor on π(U ). This implies the assertion. §3.2 Algebraic relations of formal Fourier-Jacobi series. We need the following result from commutative algebra.
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a local integral domain, and letÂ be the completion of A. If A is henselian and excellent, then A is algebraically closed inÂ.
Proof. If A is an excellent local integral domain (not necessarily henselian), then its henselization can be described as the algebraic closure of A inÂ, see e.g. [FK88] pp. 16, or [Stacks] Example 16.13.3. This implies the assertion. Over the open subset V ⊂ W the map s : V →W , τ → (τ, f (τ )) defines a holomorphic section, and using the projection p 2 :W → C to the second factor, we have f = p 2 • s. For every σ ∈ Aut(W /W ), the composition
defines a holomorphic function on V satisfying Q(τ, f σ (τ )) = 0. Since Aut(W /W ) acts transitively on the fibers, we find that Q(τ, X) splits completely into linear factors over V .
We now show that for every a ∈ W the localized polynomial Q a (τ, X) ∈ O a [X] with coefficients in the local ring at a splits completely into linear factors. We have just shown this for all a ∈ V . Moreover, it is clear for a ∈ W \ D by the theorem of implicit functions. Next we show it for all points in the regular locus D reg of the branch divisor D.
Let D 0 be an irreducible component of D reg and let a ∈ D 0 . Choosing holomorphic coordinates appropriately, we may assume that there is a small polycylinder U ⊂ W around a in which
. Then according to [GR58] , Satz 10 and Hilfssatz 2 in §2.5, every irreducible component ofW ∩ p 
are disjoint open subsets of D 0 whose union is D 0 . Since D 0 is connected, and since U 1 ∩ V = ∅ we find that U 1 = D 0 .
Since the singular locus of D is a closed analytic subset of W of codimension ≥ 2, Hartogs' Theorem (see e.g. Theorem 2.5 in Chapter VI of [FG02] ) implies that Q a (τ, X) splits completely into linear factors for all a ∈ W . Therefore, by [FG02] , Proposition 4.10 in Chapter III,W \ p Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Q is irreducible. First, we assume that Q is also monic (and therefore k 0 = 0). According to Lemma 3.3 there exists an open neighborhood U ⊂ X g of the boundary divisor ∂Y g ⊂ X g on which f converges absolutely. Hence f defines a holomorphic function of the inverse image V ⊂ H g of U under the natural map H g → X g .
The discriminant ∆ Q of Q is a holomorphic Siegel modular form of weight d(d − 1)k. According to Proposition 3.1 every irreducible component of D = div∆ Q has non-trivial intersection with V . Employing Lemma 3.4, we find that f has a holomorphic continuation to all of H g .
If the polynomial Q has leading coefficient a d not equal to 1, then by a standard argument there is a monic polynomial R ∈ M (g)
Replacing in the above argument f by h = a d · f , we see that h has a holomorphic continuation to H g . Therefore f is a meromorphic Siegel modular form which is holomorphic on V . By Proposition 3.1, its polar divisor must be trivial, and therefore f is in fact holomorphic on H g . This implies that the formal Fourier-Jacobi expansion of f converges on all of H g . Since Mp 2g (Z) is generated by the embedded Jacobi group Γ (g−1,1) and the embedded group GL g (Z), we find that
Remark 3.6. If g ≥ 3 then in the above proof the open neighborhood U of the boundary ∂Y g can be replaced by an open neighborhood U of the boundary of the partial compactification X
In fact, an inspection of the proof shows that the crucial point is that the analogue of Proposition 3.1 must hold. This follows from the fact that a holomorphic Siegel modular form of genus g of positive weight vanishes at some point of the genus g − 1 boundary stratum of the Satake compactification, since the Satake compactification is normal. 
| Modularity of Symmetric Formal Fourier-Jacobi Series
We start this section with a direct consequence of Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 2.11. Theorem 4.1. For any g ≥ 2, we have
Proof. Theorem 2.11 shows that FM To extend this to symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of arbitrary type and cogenus 1 ≤ l < g, we apply induction on g. Our Main Theorem is a consequence of both of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4. • . We use induction on l to establish all other cases. That is, we now suppose that 1 < l < g and FM
• . We will argue that FM
We adopt notation of Section 2.1. In particular, we put l ′ = l − 1 and fix a symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of weight k and cogenus l
We consider its formal Fourier-Jacobi coefficients ψ m ′ for m ′ ∈ Sym l ′ (Q) as in Equation (2.1). We will show that the formal series
is a symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of cogenus l ′ . Symmetry of Fourier coefficients is immediate, and so we are reduced to establishing convergence of all ψ m ′ , thereby proving that
then Lemma 2.3 in conjunction with our assumptions implies that ψ m ′ converges. We reduce the case of general degenerate m ′ to the above one. For every m ′ with det m ′ = 0 there is a u ′ ∈ GL l ′ (Z) such that t u ′ m ′ u ′ is of the form (4.1). Invariance of f under the action of
shows that
This establishes the convergence of ψ m ′ in the case det m ′ = 0. Next, we consider the case of invertible m ′ . We use Lemma 2.4 to represent ψ m ′ in terms of a vector valued symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series (h m ′ ,µ ′ ) µ ′ of genus g − 1. By the assumptions, it converges and hence so does ψ m ′ . 5 | Applications and Possible Extensions §5.1 Kudla's modularity conjecture. We briefly explain how Theorem 4.5 can be applied in the context of Kudla's conjecture on modularity of the generating series of special cycles on Shimura varieties associated with orthogonal groups [Kud04, Section 3, Problem 3]. For the case of genus 2 see also [Bru13; Rau13] .
Let (V, Q) be a quadratic space over Q of signature (n, 2), and write (· , ·) for the bilinear form corresponding to Q. The hermitian symmetric space associated with the orthogonal group of V can be realized as D = {z ∈ V ⊗ Q C : (z, z) = 0 and (z,z) < 0} / C × .
This domain has two connected components. We fix one of them, and denote it by D + . Let L ⊂ V be an even lattice and write L ′ for the dual lattice. Let Γ ⊂ O(L) be a subgroup of finite index which acts trivially on the discriminant group L ′ /L and which takes D + to itself. The quotient
has a structure as a quasi-projective algebraic variety of dimension n. It has a canonical model defined over a cyclotomic extension of Q. For 1 ≤ g ≤ n let S L,g be the complex vector space of functions (L ′ /L) g → C. The group Mp 2g (Z) acts on S L,g through the Weil representation ω L,g . For every positive semi-definite t ∈ Sym g (Q) of rank r(t) and every ϕ ∈ S L,g there is a special cycle class Z(t, ϕ) in the Chow group CH g (X Γ ) C of codimension g cycles on X Γ with complex coefficients, see [Kud97] , [Kud04] . We denote by Z(t) the element ϕ → Z(t, ϕ) of Hom S L,g , CH g (X Γ ) C .
Conjecture 5.1 (Kudla). The formal generating series
A g (τ ) = 1+n/2,m (ω ∨ L,g ) ⊗ C CH g (X Γ ) C . Hence A g (τ ) can be viewed as a formal Fourier-Jacobi series of cogenus g − 1. Its coefficients trivially satisfy the symmetry condition, and therefore
Consequently, the assertion follows from Theorem 4.5. §5.4 Hermitian modular forms and other kinds of automorphic forms. Classical automorphic forms that behave very much like Siegel modular forms can be defined over imaginary quadratic number fields, totally real fields, and quaternion algebras that are ramified at infinity. The subject is covered by Siegel [Sie51] in one of the most general ways, and has been studied by Shimura in a series of papers (see for example [Shi78] and the references therein). For an exposition specifically on Hermitian modular forms and quaternion modular forms see, e.g., [Bra49] and [Kri85] , respectively. Symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series can be defined for all of them. Our approach is applicable to several of these automorphic forms, but it does not seem suitable to cover all. In fact, we expect that Hermitian modular forms over the integers of Q( √ −1), Q( √ −2), and Q( √ −3), and quaternion modular forms over maximal orders of rational quaternion algebras of discriminant 2 and 3 can be dealt with in the same way as Siegel modular forms.
If modularity of symmetric formal Fourier-Jacobi series of Hermitian modular forms can be proved, the unitary Kudla conjecture should follow along the lines of Section 5.1.
